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Abstract

Testers often represent systems under test in input pa-
rameter models. These contain parameters with associated
values. Combinations of parameter values, with one value
for each parameter, are potential test cases. In most mod-
els, some values of two or more parameters cannot be com-
bined. Testers must then detect and avoid or remove these
conflicts.

This paper proposes two new methods for automatically
handling such conflicts and compares these with two exist-
ing methods, based on the sizes of the final conflict-free test
suites. A test suite reduction method, useable with three of
the four investigated methods is also included in the study,
resulting in seven studied conflict handling methods.

In the experiment, the number and types of conflicts, as
well as the size of the input parameter model and the cov-
erage criterion used, are varied. All in all, 3854 test suites
with a total of 929, 158 test cases were generated.

Two methods stand out as tractable and complementary.
The best method with respect to test suite size is to avoid
selection of test cases with conflicts. However, this method
cannot always be used. The second best method, removing
conflicts from the final test suite, is completely general.

1. Introduction

The input space of a test problem can often be described
by the parameters of the “program under test” or “system
under test.” However, the number of parameters and the
possible values of each parameter usually results in too
many combinations to be useful. Combination strategies is
a class of test case selection methods that use combinatorial
strategies to select test suites that have tractable size.

A large number of combination strategies have been pro-
posed and are surveyed in our previous paper [6]. A com-
mon property of all combination strategies is that they all
require input parameter models. An input parameter model

(IPM) is an abstract description of the input space and pos-
sibly the state of the system under test.

An IPM consists of a set of modeling parameters with a
set of values for each parameter. The IPM parameters are
based on functions of the actual parameters of the system
under test (SUT). The state of the SUT may also be used in
these functions. A special, and often used case, is when the
SUT parameters are mapped one-to-one onto the IPM pa-
rameters. An IPM parameter value represents a non-empty
subset of values of the input space and possibly the state of
the system under test.

The category partition method [12] is one structured way
to create input parameter models. Based on the IPM, com-
bination strategies generate test cases by selecting one value
from each IPM parameter and combining these into abstract
SUT inputs. A set of test cases is selected and together
they form a test suite. The test cases are selected based
on some notion of coverage and the objective of the com-
bination strategy is to select the test cases in the test suite
such that 100% coverage is achieved. 1-wise (also known
as each-used) coverage is the simplest coverage criterion.
Each-used coverage requires that every value of every pa-
rameter is included in at least one test case in the test suite.
2-wise (also known as pair-wise) coverage requires that ev-
ery possible pair of values of any two parameters are in-
cluded in some test case. Note that the same test case can
often cover more than one unique pair of values. A natural
extension of 2-wise coverage is t-wise coverage, which re-
quires every possible combination of interesting values of t
parameters be included in some test case in the test suite.

The most thorough coverage criterion, N -wise coverage,
requires a test suite to contain every possible combination
of the parameter values in the IPM. The resulting test suite
is often too large to be practical.

The creation of IPMs sometimes results in conflicts be-
tween IPM parameter values of two or more IPM parame-
ters. A conflict is an impossible combination of two or more
IPM parameter values.

As an example of IPMs with conflicts, consider



testing the function boolean find (element,
vector), which returns true if the element is found in the
vector. Figure 1 shows a partial IPM for testing the find
function.

The IPM parameters and their associated values are
given unique names. This logical representation is used to
make the implementations of the combination strategies and
conflict handling methods completely general. This also al-
lows conflicts to be described as pairs of IPM parameter
values.

This example uses letters to denote IPM parameters and
integers to represent the values of each parameter. For in-
stance, “A1” in the example shown in Figure 1 is short for
an “empty vector.”

In the IPM in Figure 1, the size of the vector and the
number of times an element occurs in the vector are mod-
eled as two different IPM parameters. This model has is
three impossible sub-combinations. For instance (A2, B3)
represents a situation where an element should occur more
than once in a vector with only one element.

A (Size of vector) = {1:0, 2:1, 3:>1}
B (Element occurs) = {1:No, 2:Once, 3:More than once}
C (Sorting) = {1:Unsorted, 2:Sorted, 3:All identical}
Impossible sub-comb.: (A1, B2), (A1, B3), (A2, B3)

Figure 1. IPM for testing a find function.

The purpose of conflict handling is to give the tester the
power to exclude impossible sub-combinations, which is
not the same as eliminating negative test cases, such as the
empty vector in the find example.

In their basic forms, combination strategies generate test
suites that satisfy the desired coverage without using any
semantic information. Hence, impossible test cases may be
selected as part of the test suite. How to handle these con-
flicts has not previously been fully investigated. Important
questions include which conflict handling methods work for
which combination strategies and how the size of the test
suite is affected by the conflict handling method.

An important principle of conflict handling is that the
coverage criterion must be preserved. That is, if a test suite
satisfies 1-wise coverage with conflicts, it must still satisfy
1-wise coverage after the conflicts are removed. All conflict
handling methods in this study satisfy this principle. An
important goal is minimize the growth in the number of tests
in the test suite.

Two methods to handle this situation have previously
been proposed. In the “sub-models” method the IPM is
rewritten into several conflict-free sub-IPMs [2, 14, 4]. The
“avoid” method avoids selecting conflicting combinations,
used for example in the AETG system [2].

This study introduces two additional conflict handling
methods plus a simple method for reducing the size of the

final test suite. The study also contains an experiment in
which the four conflict handling methods are applied to a
number of IPMs with conflicts and the sizes of the resulting
conflict-free test suites are compared. The test suite reduc-
tion method can be used together with three of the four con-
flict handling methods to form three new conflict handling
methods. In total, this paper investigates seven conflict han-
dling methods.

Very little is known about conflicts and their distribution
in practice. For now, we assume that conflicts are more
likely to be few and small rather than many and large. This
assumption is based on the observation that input parameter
models with many conflicts are both difficult to build, un-
derstand, and use in subsequent test case generation steps.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the investigated conflict handling methods
in more detail. Section 3 describes the experimental set-up
and the variables in the experiment. Section 4 presents re-
sults and section 5 contains a summary and some general
conclusions.

2. Conflict Handling Strategies

The investigated conflict handling methods are based on
four different ideas, two of which are introduced in this pa-
per. The (i) abstract parameter (new to this paper) and (ii)
sub-models [2, 14, 4] methods result in conflict-free input
parameter models. The (iii) avoid method [2] guarantees
that only conflict-free test cases are selected. Finally, the
(iv) replace (new to this paper) method removes conflicts
from already selected test cases. The following subsections
describe these conflict handling methods in more detail.

2.1. Abstract Parameters

The abstract parameter method introduces new parame-
ters that are abstract representations of two or more original
parameters. The values of the abstract parameter consist of
conflict-free sub-combinations of the replaced parameters
such that the desired coverage is satisfied. Figure 2 shows
an algorithm to identify the values of an abstract parameter.
First the conflict to be resolved is selected. Then, the pa-
rameters involved in the conflict are identified. In the third
step, all possible combinations of values of the conflicting
parameters are generated. Any combination containing a
conflict is removed in the fourth step. Depending on the
relation between the number of parameters involved in the
conflict and the desired coverage, the set of combinations
may be reduced with maintained coverage. The reduction
algorithm is omitted for space reasons but the ideas covered
in section 2.5 can be applied as well.

When the values of the abstract parameter are decided,
the abstract parameter is combined with the remaining pa-
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1. Choose the conflict to resolve
2. Identify the i parameters involved in the conflict
3. Generate all i-tuples of values of the i parameters
4. Remove all tuples with conflicts
5. If i ≤ t

stop
else

remove combinations that do not increase coverage

Figure 2. Abstract parameter algorithm for t-
wise coverage.

rameters from the original IPM to form a new conflict-free
IPM. The test cases generated are transformed back to the
values of the original parameters in a post-processing step.

Consider the example in Figure 1, which has conflicts in-
volving parameters A and B. These are replaced by the ab-
stract parameter AB. The values of AB depend on the cov-
erage criterion being used. In 1-wise coverage each parame-
ter value has to be included in at least one test case. This can
be achieved if AB1 = {(A1, B1), (A2, B2), (A3, B3)}.
The complete input parameter model for 1-wise coverage is
shown in Figure 3.

AB1(Size, Occurs) = {1:(0, No), 2:(1, Once),
3:(>1, More than once)}

C (Sorting) = {1:Unsorted, 2:Sorted, 3:All identical}

Figure 3. Conflict-free IPM for find function by
abstract parameters for 1-wise coverage.

For 2-wise coverage all possible conflict-free pairs must
be included, which can be satisfied if AB2 = {(A1, B1),
(A2, B1), (A2, B2), (A3, B1), (A3, B2), (A3, B3)}.

For t-wise coverage, where t is greater than 1, the final
test suite may be unnecessarily large. The reason is that the
abstract parameter method will lead to over-representation
of some sub-combinations. Consider for instance the IPM
for 2-wise coverage of the find function. To satisfy 2-wise
coverage, value 1 of parameter AB2 has to be combined
with all three values of parameter C. The result after trans-
formation back to the original IPM parameters A,B and C,
the pair (A1, B1) occurs at least three times in the final test
suite, even though one occurrence is enough to satisfy the
coverage criterion. In the general case, there may be com-
plete test cases that do not contribute to coverage and hence
could be removed. Section 2.5 describes how test suites are
reduced and section 4.1 contains results both with and with-
out reduction.

2.2. Sub-models

The sub-model method was first sketched by Williams
and Probert [14], and later mentioned by Cohen et al. [2].
Neither paper fully describes the method, thus the following
description includes some refinement.

As in the abstract parameter method, the sub-model
method removes the conflicts from the IPM. An input pa-
rameter model with conflicts is rewritten into two or more
smaller conflict-free IPMs. Test suites are then generated
for each input parameter model and the final test suite is
constructed by taking the union of the test suites.

To construct the conflict-free sub-models, the first step
is to select a split parameter. The split parameter is the pa-
rameter involved in a conflict that has the least number of
values. In the second step, the IPM is split into intermedi-
ate sub-models, one for each value of the split parameter.
Each of these sub-models contains one unique value of the
split parameter and all the values of every other parameter.
In the third step, the intermediate sub-models that contain
conflicts involving the value of the split parameter are fur-
ther developed by removing values of the other parameters
to eliminate the conflicts.

If other conflicts still remain in the intermediate sub-
models the method is applied recursively. When all sub-
models are conflict-free, some sub-models can be merged.
A merge is possible if two sub-models differ in only one
parameter.

When no more merges can be done, test cases are gener-
ated for each sub-model. The final test suite is the union of
the test suites from each sub-model.

Consider the conflict example in Figure 1. Both A and B
contain the same number of values, so either can be used as
the split parameter. Suppose parameter B is selected. The
IPM is split into three sub-IPMs, one for each value of B.
These three sub-IPMs are shown in Figure 4.

After the split, sub-IPM 2 contains one conflict (A1, B2)
and sub-IPM 3 contains two conflicts (A1, B3) and
(A2, B3). These conflicts are eliminated by removing val-
ues of A in the respective sub-IPMs. The final conflict-free
result is shown in Figure 5. In this example all three sub-
models differ in both parameters A and C so merging is not
possible.

As in the case of the abstract parameter method, the sub-
model method may result in a final test suite that is unnec-
essarily large. All values of every parameter not involved in
any conflicts are included in every sub-model, which may
result in partly overlapping test cases. Consider 2-wise cov-
erage of the sub-models in Figure 5. All three sub-models
contain the values A3 and C3. This pair occurs at least
three times in different test cases in the final test suite, even
though one occurrence is enough to satisfy 2-wise coverage.
Thus, test cases may exist that do not contribute to the cov-
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sub-IPM 1
A (Size of vector) = {1:0, 2:1, 3:>1}
B (Element occurs) = {1:No}
C (Sorting) = {1:Unsorted, 2:Sorted, 3:All identical}

sub-IPM 2 A (Size of vector) = {1:0, 2:1, 3:>1}
B (Element occurs) = {2:Once}
C (Sorting) = {1:Unsorted, 2:Sorted, 3:All identical}

sub-IPM 3
A (Size of vector) = {1:0, 2:1, 3:>1}
B (Element occurs) = {3:More than once}
C (Sorting) = {1:Unsorted, 2:Sorted, 3:All identical}

Figure 4. Intermediate sub-IPMs of find func-
tion.

sub-IPM 1
A (Size of vector) = {1:0, 2:1, 3:>1}
B (Element occurs) = {1:No}
C (Sorting) = {1:Unsorted, 2:Sorted, 3:All identical}

sub-IPM 2’
A (Size of vector) = {2:1, 3:>1}
B (Element occurs) = {2:Once}
C (Sorting) = {1:Unsorted, 2:Sorted, 3:All identical}

sub-IPM 3’
A (Size of vector) = {3:>1}
B (Element occurs) = {3:More than once}
C (Sorting) = {1:Unsorted, 2:Sorted, 3:All identical}

Figure 5. Final conflict-free set of sub-IPMs of
find function.

erage. Section 4.1 contains results both with and without
reduction.

2.3. Avoid Conflicting Test Cases

Cohen et al. describe a conflict handling method that
is integrated in the test case selection algorithm used by
AETG [2]. The avoid method prohibits the combination
strategy from selecting any test case that includes conflict-
ing sub-combinations. Instead the combination strategy is
forced to find conflict-free test cases until the desired cover-
age criterion is reached. A similar idea was used by Ostrand
and Balcer in the category partition method [12]. In their
approach every conflict-free combination was selected.

Consider 1-wise coverage of the find function exam-
ple in Figure 1. Assume that test cases (A1, B1, C1) and
(A3, B2, C2) has already been selected. Without consid-

eration of any conflicts the final test case would then be
(A2, B3, C3). However, this test case contains the conflict
(A2, B3). With the avoid method integrated in the combi-
nation strategy, after A2 has been selected the combination
strategy is forced to select B1 or B2 to avoid the conflict.

The general approach of the avoid method is to select
the next unused value that will not cause a conflict. If no
conflict-free unused values exist, an already used conflict-
free value must be used.

The applicability of this conflict handling method is lim-
ited since it only can be used with combination strategies
that generate their test cases step-by-step. Orthogonal ar-
rays [11] is an example of a combination strategy that can-
not use this conflict handling method since the algorithm
works with sets of test cases as its smallest entity.

Test suites produced by the avoid method cannot be re-
duced since each test case is guaranteed to contribute to the
coverage.

2.4. Replacing Conflicting Test Cases

Our second suggestion for handling conflicts is the re-
place method. The idea is to resolve conflicts after the test
suite has been generated while preserving the coverage.

The naive approach is to remove all test cases with con-
flicts. However, this would violate the coverage preserving
principle since the test cases removed may contain other
parts that contribute to the coverage. Instead, each conflict-
ing test case is cloned. In each clone one or more of the
values involved in the conflict are changed to an arbitrary
value that removes the conflict. The number of clones is
chosen to preserve the coverage.

If several conflicts affect the same test case, conflicts are
removed one at a time via cloning, which guarantees termi-
nation.

Table 1 shows a test suite that satisfies 2-wise coverage
for the find function test problem without regards to the con-
flicts. The resulting test suite has three test cases with con-
flicts: TC2, TC3, and TC6.

Pair-wise coverage and conflicts that involve two param-
eters mean two clones are created for each of the three con-
flicting test cases. The value of the first parameter in the
conflict is changed in the first clone and the value of the
second parameter in the conflict is changed in the second
clone of each pair of clones. This is shown in Table 2.

With the replace method, the resulting test suite may be
unnecessarily large since the clones overlap. This means
that some sub-combinations of values are included more
than once. Section 4.1 contains results both with and with-
out reduction.
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Table 1. Test suite for 2-wise coverage for the
find function, conflicts highlighted.

Parameters
TC A B C
TC1 1 1 1
TC2 1 2 2
TC3 1 3 3
TC4 2 1 2
TC5 2 2 3
TC6 2 3 1
TC7 3 1 3
TC8 3 2 1
TC9 3 3 2

Table 2. The two steps to remove conflicts
from the find function example.

Step 1 - Clone Step 2 - Replace
Parameters Parameters

TC A B C A B C
TC1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TC2a * 2 2 2 2 2
TC2b 1 * 2 1 1 2
TC3a * 3 3 3 3 3
TC3b 1 * 3 1 1 3
TC4 2 1 2 2 1 2
TC5 2 2 3 2 2 3
TC6a * 3 1 3 3 1
TC6b 2 * 1 2 1 1
TC7 3 1 3 3 1 3
TC8 3 2 1 3 2 1
TC9 3 3 2 3 3 2

2.5. Reducing the Test Suite

As explained in the previous subsections, three of the
four investigated conflict handling methods, abstract param-
eters, sub-models, and replace, may result in unnecessarily
large test suites. Thus, we included a mechanism to reduce
the size of the test suite.

Finding a minimal set of combinations that satisfy a
given level of coverage is an NP-complete problem. Hence,
any tractable solution has to rely on heuristics. The focus of
this research is not on finding the best reduction algorithm,
instead we selected a very simple scheme that was easy to
implement and efficient to execute.

The reduction algorithm used in this experiment exam-
ines one test case at a time. If the current test case increase
coverage it is kept otherwise it is discarded. Hence, a possi-

bly smaller test suite with the same level of coverage as the
original test suite is produced.

3. Experiment Description

The aim of this experiment is to explore the performance
of the seven conflict handling methods. As described in
section 1, all methods preserve the initial level of cover-
age. This means that they can be considered equally effec-
tive. Hence, the focus of this experiment is on the efficiency
of the conflict handling methods. Even if different conflict
handling methods may have different set-up costs, the dom-
inating cost will, at some point, be related to the size of the
final test suite. An important part of the reason is that iden-
tification of expected results for each test case is likely to
require human intervention.

Based on this reasoning, the selected response (depen-
dent) variable for this experiment is the size of the test suite,
as measured by the number of test cases. The controlled
(independent) variables in this experiment are size of the in-
put parameter model (with respect to number of parameters
and values), coverage criterion used, and number and type
of conflicts. Each combination of values of the dependent
variables is a unique test problem. All 864 possible test
problems are included in the experiment. Subsections 3.1 -
3.3 describe the specific values of the controlled variables.

In addition to applying the seven conflict handling meth-
ods to each test problem, base test suites are created for each
IPM size and each level of coverage. No conflicts are used
in the base test problems.

The research question formulated for this experiment is:
Does method X generate fewer test cases than the base test
suite?. To answer this question the following null hypothe-
sis is formulated: H0 : There is no difference in the sizes of
the test suites for method X and the base.

Figure 6 shows an overview of the steps of the experi-
ment. The experiment started with manual preparations of
an IPM base and a set of conflict files. The IPM base is a
description of the IPM sizes that should be used in the ex-
periment. Each conflict file contains the sub-combinations
of parameter values that should not be allowed when that
conflict file is used.

Then, IPMs are automatically generated from the IPM
base. The same IPMs are used by all conflict handling
methods. For the abstract parameter and sub-models meth-
ods the IPMs are transformed accordingly. These tasks
are fully automated for the abstract parameter method and
semi-automated for the sub-model method. Test suites are
then automatically generated for all four methods. The
same generation mechanism is used in all four methods with
the addition of a conflict avoidance mechanism for the avoid
method.

At this point, conflicts only remain in one set of test
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Figure 6. Overview of how the seven conflict handling methods are applied to a set of conflicts.

suites. An automated replace mechanism removes these
conflicts. Finally the same, automated, reduction mecha-
nism is executed for the three methods in which it may have
an effect. All programs used in this experiment are imple-
mented in Perl.

3.1. Input Parameter Models

The input parameter model represents the input space
and possibly other properties, such as state, of the test prob-
lem. Malayia [10] and Chen et al. [1] provide practical ad-
vice for input parameter modeling, but the best way to cre-
ate an input parameter model is still an open question.

Based on the input parameter model the combination
strategy selects test cases until the desired coverage is
achieved irrespective of what the input parameter model ac-
tually represents. Hence, size rather than contents of the
input parameter model is the main influencing factor on the
size of the test suite.

The size of the input parameter model is defined by the
number of parameters and the number of values of each pa-
rameter. Thus, it is interesting to include several input pa-
rameter models with different sizes in an experiment such
as this. We decided to use all combinations of 5, 7, 9, and 11
parameters with 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 values, i.e., 24 combina-
tions. These sizes are likely to exist in real testing problems
although it is also likely that other, larger, combinations ex-
ist.

Similar sizes of input parameter models have been used
in previous experiments [3, 5, 8, 13]. However, the main
reason for our choice of IPM sizes is time consumption of

the experiment. The number of values of the largest param-
eter has a big impact on the number of test cases of the final
test suite for all coverage criteria. In the abstract parameter
method the abstract parameter may contain as many values
as the product of the number of values of the original pa-
rameters. Hence nine parameter values of two parameters
involved in a conflict still produces an abstract parameter
with 80 values in the worst case. The 81st pair is impossi-
ble and thus not included.

For each combination of number of parameters and pa-
rameter values, the IPM can either be unbalanced or bal-
anced. In an unbalanced IPM, parameters have different
numbers of values, whereas in balanced IPMs, all parame-
ters have the same number of values. Unbalanced IPMs are
more natural. Balanced IPMs give results that are easier to
analyze since there is one fewer factor that can influence the
results.

The interpretation of an unbalanced IPM with V values
is that at least one parameter has V values and the rest of the
parameters have between two and V values, with at least
one parameter having less than V values. With this inter-
pretation it is possible to create many different unbalanced
IPMs with the same number of parameters and parameter
values. In this experiment we decided to generate one un-
balanced IPM for each combination number of parameters
and number of values. To our knowledge, characteristics of
IPMs, such as the number of values of different IPM param-
eters in practice, is not known; hence we opted for randomly
assigned sizes to get diversity.

To summarize, this experiment was conducted with 48
different IPMs ranging in size from an IPM with five pa-
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rameters with at most four values each up to an IPM with
eleven parameters each with nine values.

3.2. Coverage Criteria

Section 2.1 shows that some of the conflict handling
methods investigated need to be tailored for specific cover-
age criteria. Thus, it is natural to investigate what happens
with different criteria. This experiment used three coverage
criteria, 1-wise, 2-wise, and 3-wise coverage, as defined in
section 1.

3.3. Conflicts

Very little is known about conflicts and their distribution
in practice. Our assumption is that conflicts tend to be few
and small rather than many or involving many parameters.
One important basis for this assumption is the more con-
flicts the harder to analyze the IPM with respect to correct-
ness. Despite this assumption this experiment was executed
with conflict sizes ranging from small to rather big with re-
spect to the IPM sizes.

Altogether, six different sets of conflicts were used in
this experiment as summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Overview of conflicts used in this ex-
periment

Number of involved Number of
Conflict Set parameters conflicting pairs

CS1 2 1
CS2 2 2
CS3 2 2
CS4 4 3
CS5 4 3
CS6 5 10

The pairs of conflict sets CS2, CS3 and CS4, CS5, dif-
fer with respect to how the conflict pairs in the set are dis-
tributed across the IPM parameters. For instance, in CS4,
no parameter is involved in more than two conflict pairs,
whereas in CS5 one parameter is involved in all three con-
flict pairs.

3.4. Threats to Validity

It is a potential threat to the internal validity that the same
persons both propose and then evaluate some of the meth-
ods. In this experiment deliberate measures have been taken
not to favor these methods. The conflicts used in this ex-
periment introduce a slight bias to the avoid method over

the replace and reduced replace methods. The reason is
that all conflicts used in this experiment were selected such
that they were included in the final test suites. Suppose that
the test suite {(A1, B1, C1), (A2, B2, C2), (A3, B3, C3)}
yield 1-wise coverage for an IPM without conflicts. A con-
flict between A1 between B1 requires (A1, B1, C1) to be
replaced by two test cases while a conflict between A1 be-
tween B2 does not affect the size of the test suite for the
replace method.

A more severe threat to the internal validity is the use
of random numbers in the implementations of the AETG
method [2], which are used to generate test suites with 2-
wise and 3-wise coverage. The heuristic nature of AETG
may cause different test suites to be generated for the same
test problem. A few test suites in this experiment contain
more or fewer test cases compared to the rest, which is prob-
ably due to this heuristic property.

This experiment compensates for this non-determinism
by sampling multiple test suites for AETG. The comparison
of the methods are based on 144 samples for each method.

A common problem for external validity is representativ-
ity [9]. In the context of this experiment, neither types nor
sizes of conflicts in input parameter models nor actual sizes
of IPMs in practice have been extensively studied. Thus,
it is difficult to assess the representativity of results of this
study.

The last threat to external validity is lack of complete
descriptions of some of the conflict handling methods. The
sub-model conflict handling method is sketched in a couple
of papers [14, 2], but they do not fully describe the method.
Our guesses of the details of the method are marked so per-
sons with the proper knowledge can make their own evalu-
ations. A similar situation also arose during the implemen-
tation of the AETG combination strategy for 3-wise cover-
age. In addition to the implementation used in this experi-
ment there is at least one alternative way to implement the
algorithm. We try to clearly present the selected interpreta-
tion [7].

4. Results

Subsection 4.1 contains the quantitative results of the ex-
periment. The assumption of this experiment is that the
number of test cases of the final test suites is the influenc-
ing factor when selecting a conflict handling method to use.
However, other factors, such as total time consumption of
method and ease of use, may also influence this choice.
These factors are discussed in subsection 4.2.

4.1. Test Suite Sizes

Figures 7 and 8 show box-plots of the number of test
cases after applying the seven conflict handling methods us-
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Figure 7. Box-plots of the sizes of test suites
for 1-wise coverage using small conflict sets.

ing the three small conflict sets (CS1, CS2, and CS3) with
1-wise and 2-wise coverage.

A box-plot summarizes the distribution of a set of values.
The box represents the middle 50% of the values. The line
in the middle of the box marks the median. The bar above
the box is called the upper adjacent value and it marks the
largest value in the set smaller than the upper fence. The
upper fence, in turn, is the top value of the box plus 1.5
times the distance between the floor and the ceiling of the
box. The lower adjacent value is derived correspondingly
from the bottom value of the box and is marked with a bar
under the box. Values beyond the adjacent values, if there
are any, are called outliers and are marked with rings.

Each box-plot represents sizes of 144 test suites. These
test suites are the results from taking the same 48 IPMs aug-
mented with the three different conflict sets CS1, CS2, and
CS3.

For 1-wise coverage of the IPMs with the small conflict
sets, both Chi-square and F-tests show with 0.95% prob-
ability that the Null-hypothesis cannot be rejected for all
methods except the sub-models method.

In a conflict-free test suite with 2-wise coverage, every
pair of values of any two parameters are included in the test
suite. This means that a test suite must always contain at
least as many test cases as the product of the number of val-
ues of the two largest parameters. A conflict between two
parameter values means that this pair of values should not
be included in the test suite. Thus, if the two largest param-
eters are involved in the conflict there is a chance that the
number of test cases in the conflict-free test suite is actually
lower than the corresponding base case.
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Figure 8. Box-plots of the sizes of test suites
for 2-wise coverage using small conflict sets.

As with 1-wise coverage, the avoid, replace and reduced
replace methods have almost the same number of tests as
the base case does. For these three methods both Chi-
square and F-tests show with 0.95% probability that the
null-hypothesis cannot be rejected. For the other four meth-
ods the null-hypothesis is rejected.

The results for 3-wise coverage conform to the results
for 2-wise coverage. These results are omitted for space rea-
sons but can be found in the companion technical report [7].

Based on the results from using the small conflict sets
(CS1, CS2, and CS3) the experiment was optimized with
respect to experiment execution time before applying the
larger conflict sets (CS4, CS5, and CS6). The optimiza-
tions included using only half of the IPMs compared with
the small conflict sets and completely omitting the abstract
parameter method. Two factors contributed to the decision
to drop the abstract parameter method. The first factor was
that the results from applying the abstract parameter meth-
ods to the small conflict sets indicates that this method is
less efficient than the other methods. The second factor is
that the size of the abstract parameter is close to the product
of the sizes of the original parameters, which has a profound
effect on the generation times of the test suites.

Table 4 shows, for each coverage criterion and each con-
flict set, the percentage change in the sum of the test cases
over all IPMs compared with the corresponding test cases
for the conflict-free base cases.

The previous observation that the avoid method behaves
similarly as the base case holds also for the larger conflict
sets (CS4, CS5, and CS6). In contrast, both the replace and
the reduced replace methods perform worse with the larger
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Table 4. Percentage change of the sum of test
cases for all IPMs w.r.t. the corresponding
base cases.

x-wise Conflict Set (CS)
coverage 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 15 31 31 - - -
Abst. 2 398 399 379 - - -
Param. 3 - - - - - -
Red. 1 15 31 31 - - -
Abst. 2 29 26 26 - - -
Param. 3 - - - - - -

1 99 99 189 494 296 1219
Sub- 2 83 79 160 361 242 778
Models 3 80 80 166 335 227 687
Red. 1 15 31 29 109 42 211
Sub- 2 6 14 50 84 34 190
Models 3 8 21 17 106 43 253

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Avoid 2 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -5

3 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1
1 15 15 31 74 19 249

Repl. 2 3 5 5 11 10 32
3 3 5 5 10 9 29

Red. 1 15 15 15 35 18 68
Repl. 2 1 2 2 4 5 14

3 2 4 4 7 6 16

conflict sets. Finally, the sub-model and reduced sub-model
methods perform even more poorly with respect to the num-
ber of test cases. Taking the larger conflict sets into account,
Chi-square and F-tests show with 0.95% probability that the
null-hypothesis cannot be rejected for the avoid method but
rejects the null-hypothesis for the other four methods.

To summarize our findings with respect to test suite
sizes, the avoid method performs best across the whole ex-
periment. In most cases it is possible to see a slight de-
crease in the number of test cases compared to the base
case. The reduced replace method also performs similar
to the base case for small conflict sets. As the conflict sets
grow the performance of the reduced replace method dete-
riorates slightly. The other five methods performs signifi-
cantly worse.

4.2. Discussion

In addition to the size of the test suite, other properties of
the conflict handling methods may also influence the tester’s
choice. Four such properties are automation, time consump-
tion, ease of use, and applicability of the conflict handling
methods. Because these properties heavily depend on the

specific automated tool used, an experimental evaluation on
our research prototype software would be essentially mean-
ingless. The following paragraphs offer some analytical dis-
cussion of these properties.

The avoid and the replace methods are easy to fully
automate, although the avoid method must be adapted to
each combination strategy. The abstract parameter and sub-
model methods are more difficult to automate since they re-
quire transformations of the IPM.

When the test suites are generated, with the exception of
the abstract parameter method, time is dominated by the test
case generation, not conflict handling. This is not true for
the abstract parameter method because the original IPM is
transformed to a larger IPM due to the abstract parameter.

With regards to ease of use, the avoid and replace meth-
ods should only require a command to be invoked. The ab-
stract parameter and sub-model methods require the input
parameter model to be adjusted, a step that will probably
require some human intervention.

The abstract parameter, sub-models, and replace meth-
ods are all completely general with respect to the combi-
nation strategy used. The avoid method has to be inte-
grated into the combination strategy, which may not be pos-
sible for some combination strategies. The orthogonal array
method [14] cannot be used with the avoid method.

Apart from an observation by Cohen et al. [2] little other
research is available on this topic. They observed without
giving all the details that the avoid method was around one
order of magnitude better with respect to test suite size than
the sub-models method. Their paper did not include enough
details for a full comparison. However, the results of this
experiment partly agree with their observations although the
differences are smaller than one order of magnitude.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

The results of the experiment are important contributions
of this experiment. Further, a description of the general
problem of conflicts in the IPM and an experimental method
to compare different methods to handle such conflicts are
also essential contributions.

In this experiment the avoid method stands out as the
best conflict handling method. Not only does it consistently
produce the smallest test suites, our analysis indicates that it
is also easier to use and once implemented, cheaper in terms
of time consumption.

Although it is always difficult to generalize results from
experiments it is hard to imagine any circumstances that
would cause the sub-models and abstract parameter meth-
ods to outperform the avoid and replace methods. Other
reduction algorithms may result in fewer test cases than the
current one so the reduced versions of the sub-models and
abstract parameter methods may still be viable options from
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the test suite size point of view. However taking the neces-
sary manual intervention of the sub-models and abstract pa-
rameter methods into account, it is still unlikely that these
methods would be more efficient than the avoid method.

An important consequence of these results is that the
tester does not need to worry about introducing conflicts
when creating the input parameter model. As long as the
tester keeps track of the conflicting sub-combinations, these
can be resolved automatically and efficiently at a later stage.

Our results also suggest that, in general, the avoid
method is better than the replace and reduced replace meth-
ods. Even if it can be shown that avoid is superior with
respect to the size of the test suite there are still times when
the avoid method cannot be used. First, there may be a situ-
ation where the test suite is already generated and conflicts
are added later. Second and perhaps more important is that
the avoid strategy requires the source code of the combina-
tion strategy to be available. Hence, the use of third party
combination strategy products may prevent the avoid strat-
egy from being used. In both these cases the replace and
reduced replace methods will work.

At some point, it is likely that the effect of the choice of
conflict handling method decreases with higher coverage.
When using N -wise coverage, there is only a single set of
combinations that satisfies this goal, i.e., every conflict-free
combination. Thus it does not matter which strategy is used,
they will yield exactly the same result. Finding this point is
a topic for further research.

Another line of research is to investigate the effects of
more and larger conflicts in the IPM. It would be very inter-
esting to investigate to what extent conflicts exist and what
they look like in IPMs in practice. This is particularly in-
teresting for researchers looking into the problem of input
parameter modeling.

The effects of different reduction algorithms would also
be interesting to investigate.
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